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Colin MacDonald’s Orchestra: A Pocket Full of Fun

3 November, 2013

If—as the wicked wintry weather finally descended on 
Vancouver, you opted to nestle at home with a movie or 
a cozy meal—you can’t be blamed. But if—like me and a 
handful of other intrepid music lovers, you ventured out 
November first to hear Colin MacDonald’s Pocket Or-
chestra at the Orpheum Annex—you found a different 
warmth: New Music both witty and fun.

First of all, I loved the instrumentation. With two high 
saxophones, trumpet, trombone, two violins, two cellos, 
bass, percussion, and piano, it’s traditional instrumen-
tation but with a few twists. Although the amplification 
of the strings threatened to undermine the point of 
acoustic instruments, Colin defended amplification as 
a stylistic choice consistent with “the sonic feel of Steve 
Reich and Philip Glass”. Okay, I’m in then.

Giggles

There are few works in the classical literature, and 
fewer still in New Music, that could be found to be 
as exuberant and, well, unrelentingly giddy as cellist 
Stefan Hintersteininger’s Bunny ’s  Day Off. In a run-up 
interview with The Ubyssey in which Stefan stated, 
“Music should not be afraid to be silly”, probably nobody 
realized at that time just how ser ious he could be 
about s i l ly.

Bunny ’s  Day Off  may or may not be an intended 
reference to the film, “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off”, but 
certainly the driving minimalistic patter (albeit styled 
with 50’s Duke of  Ear l  chord changes and Percy Faith 
orchestrations) propels you breathlessly to the conclu-
sion that anything could happen next. And all the 
shitface grins among the musicians revealed that they 
themselves could barely contain the big joke of this 
work. I mean, what else could come of writing a piece of 
concert music on the following premise: 
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“What might happen if a rabbit takes the day off work 
and gets behind the wheel of a high-powered sports 
car?” What, indeed? Somewhere out there, there’s an 
animator with a short film in need of this piece—can 
someone please bring them together?

Gasps

Trombonist Brad Muirhead’s 
You Can Get There From  Here , which followed, 
took that previous optimism into more troublesome 
places. More than just a vehicle for a trombone solo, but 
less than a pleasing piece for the audience, it strived 
to make the point that “it’s the artist’s job to make the 
impossible possible”. Impossible=chaos; possible=cohe-
sion.

After the show when I asked Brad about the meaning 
of his work, he confirmed the programme notes by 
describing his use of a through-composed stream of 
consciousness technique built on short themes and im-
provisations. He balked at the suggestion that this work 
was autobiographical, but admitted it was reflective of 
the artistic process.

To get from A to B, the audience was invited through 
a wringer of elaborate compositional and orchestral 
techniques which for my part were quite a challenge 
to my listening abilities, particularly after the teenager 
sitting next to me suddenly erupted into uncontrollable 
wiggles. Something about portraying confusion in 
music—from initial mayhem to a “third-time-lucky” 
finale— that makes for a bumpy ride. While his work 
was the least sanguine of the lot (despite its title), 
You Can Get There From Here forced you to 
work hard for its optimism, but perhaps that ’s  its 
message.

Guffaws

And like a ghost ship coming out of the fog, Fantasia 
for  Piano and Pop Orchestra, the evening’s head-

liner work, emerged for its first-ever performance in 
North America. Pianist Anna Levy took a few moments 
to describe how the relative thaw in artistic expression 
in the Soviet Block countries during the 60s allowed for 
Fantasia’s  creation. What’s all the fuss? Well. It has jazz 
in it. Perhaps apologizing a little for the softened Soviet 
stance, Anna offered, “Jazz after all is not that bad”. 
Heavy State censorship that followed though eventually 
consigned Fantasia to a dusty vault in the Bulgarian 
State Radio’s archives—until now.

Imagine being sequestered behind Soviet lines but hav-
ing a special eyepiece that allowed you to see through 
time and space. You look West, but what you don’t 
know is this eyepiece doesn’t give the depth perception 
necessary to see what time you’re looking at, nor what 
space. The result: Bentzion Eliezer’s Fantasia, a riot 
of Gershwin-esque 20s jazz and 60s swing. This is why 
this newly discovered cultural treasure is affectionately 
known as the Bulgarian Rhapsody in Blue.

I believe the Pocket Orchestra performs works written 
for its particular complement of instruments (no credits 
were given to arrangers), but in this Bulgarian parallel 
universe version, Fantasia shares more in common 
with the early Paul Whitman jazz band version of Rhap-
sody in Blue than the now better known lush orches-
tration of Oscar Levant for a full symphony. As I listened 
to Pocket Orchestra, my ears strained to hear what a 
Levant version might sound like. In any case, Fantasia 
is a jewel worth polishing off and performing. Well done 
CMPO.

On a final note, I must tell you that Colin MacDonald is 
a local treasure in his own right. His musicianship is out-
standing and going to hear him play is worth it even if 
for no other reason than to bath in the spa-like surround 
of his tone. Do yourself a favour and go hear him. Colin 
MacDonald is playing next in Chambercon with Redshift 
Music Society, Sunday, November 17, 2013 3 pm at the 
Orpheum Annex.
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